CAMPAIGNS & ELECTIONS

1. Underhill, Wendy. “No lines online.” State Legislatures. Vol. 39. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 16-17. (More states are offering voters the convenience of registering online because it’s cheap, easy and increasingly secure.)

2. “Election day registration: FAQ’s.” NCSL. The Canvass. States and Election Reform. Issue 40. May 2013. Pg. 1-3. (This report provides information regarding Election Day registration-EDR-has prompted visible and partisan policy debates, with victories on both sides.)

CHILDREN, YOUTH & FAMILIES


COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

4. Greenblatt, Alan. “Free speech at risk.” CQ Researcher. April 26, 2013. Vol. 23. No. 16. P. 378-395. (Free speech, once seen as close to an absolute right in some countries, is beginning to conflict with other values, such as security, the protection of children and the desire not to offend religious sensibilities not just in the Middle East, but in much of the world, including Western Europe.)

CRIME & CRIMINAL JUSTICE


ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT


EDUCATION

7. Sawchuck, Stephen. “States seek high school pathways weaving academic, career options.” Education Week. Vol. 32. No. 29. April 24, 2013. Pg. 1- (Wheeling High School (IL) offers students a chance for significant experience in a career field, such as health care.)


In this issue:
S2. Education industry players exert public-policy influence.
S3. Companies, policymakers, look for common ground.
S4. Industry shapes goals and tech focus at N.Y.C school.
S5. Beta testing ed. products can get tricky for schools.
S10. Vetting products research to determine what works.
S11. Big-name companies feature larger-impact research efforts.
S13. What to ask about research.
S15. A la carte purchasing tactics signal districts unique needs.
S16. Big companies face K-12 shift.


10. Carpenter, Dick M. II. “Where does the money go? Budget expenditure allocations in charter schools. Journal of Education Finance. Spring 2013. Vol. 38. No. 4. Pg. 304-319. (This study examines the allocation patterns of charter schools in Texas and compares to those patterns of non-charter schools to determine if the autonomy afforded to charter schools result in significant differences.)


14. McNeil, Michele. “Rifts deepen over direction of education policy in the U.S.” Education Week. Vol. 32. No. 30. May 8, 2013. Pg. 1+. (In statehouses and cities across the country, battles are raging over the direction of education policy—from the standards that will shape what students learn to how test results will be used to judge a teacher’s performance.)

15. Ujifusa, Andrew. “Standards supporters firing back.” Education Week. Vol. 32. No. 31. May 15, 2013. Pg. 1+. (Supporters of the Common Core State Standards are moving to confront increasingly high-profile opposition to the standards at the state and national levels by rallying the private sector initiating coordinated public relations and advertising campaigns as schools continue implementation.)

ENERGY


FINANCE & REVENUE


18. “State budget update: Spring 2013.” NCSL. (The general outlook from state officials is one of stability, with a dose of uncertainty, as states continue to plod their way through an extended economic recovery.)

FIREARMS

HEALTH, WELFARE & SOCIAL SERVICES


21. Miller, Debra. “Bending the Medicaid cost curve.” Capitol Ideas. May/June 2013. Vol. 56. No. 3. Pg. 12-15. (This article gives four examples where states are attempting to contain Medicaid costs.)


23. Cannon, Lou. “State and federal governments struggle over health care.” Capitol Journal. Vol. XXI. No. 14. May 13, 2013. Pg. 1-5. (State and federal government are struggling to meet the deadlines for creating on-line marketplaces, known as exchanges, in which individuals and families will be able to purchase affordable health insurance policies.)


25. Torney, Kate. “Medicaid: change is on the horizon.” Stateline Midwest. Vol. 22. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 1+. (States preparing for a turning point in health program.)

26. Grossman, Ilene, “What states permit the use of medical marijuana, and in those states, how is use of the drug regulated?” Stateline Midwest. Vol. 22. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 5. (Medical marijuana is now legal in 18 states and the District of Columbia. Only one of those states—Michigan—is in the Midwest, although several bills were introduced in the region this year to legalize medical marijuana, which is used to relieve pain, control nausea and stimulate appetite.)

27. Cutler, David M & Nikhil R. Sahni. “If slow rate of health care spending growth persists, projections may be off by $770 billion.” Health Affairs. Vol. 32. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 841-849. (This article attempts to identify why US health care spending has slowed, and it explores the spending implications if the trend continues for the next decade.)

28. Baicker, Katherine, et al. “Public financing of the Medicare Program will make its uniform structure increasingly costly to sustain.” Health Affairs. Vol. 32. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 882-890. (This article describes a model incorporating the benefits of public programs and the cost of tax financing.)

HOUSING


INSURANCE

30. Galbraith, Allison A. et al. “Some families who purchased health coverage through the Massachusetts connector wound up with high financial burdens.” Health Affairs. Vol. 32. No. 5. May 2013. Pg. 974-981. (This article surveys families participating in unsubsidized plans offered in the Massachusetts Commonwealth Health Insurance Connector Authority, an exchange created prior to the 2010 national health reform law, and found high levels of financial burden and unexpected costs among some enrollees.)
MISSOURI HISTORY

31. Keller, Rudi. Life during wartime: 1861: the Civil War comes to Missouri. Columbia Daily Tribune. 2012. 295 pg. (Life During Wartime takes the reader into the debates and tensions of the war, and tells the story from the perspective of the people who lived in and passed through eight counties of central Missouri.)

STATE & FEDERAL RELATIONS

32. McAllister, Stephen R. “When states object to federal law.” Capitol Ideas. May/June 2013. Vol. 56. No. 3. Pg. 40-41. (The Supremacy Law makes clear-in explicit terms-what federal law has primacy over state law, including law state constitutions, when there is a conflict between any federal law (constitutional, statutory, or even regulatory) and state law.

33. Cannon, Lou. “State and federal governments struggle over health care.” Capitol Journal. Vol. XXI. No. 14. May 13, 2013. Pg. 1-5. (State and federal government are struggling to meet the deadlines for creating on-line marketplaces, known as exchanges, in which individuals and families will be able to purchase affordable health insurance policies.)

STATE & LOCAL GOVERNMENT


38. Herrick, Rebekah. “Listening and representation.” State Politics & Policy Quarterly. Vol. 13. No. 1. March 2013. Pg. 88-106. (Policy representation requires legislators to advance the interests of their constituents. As a consequence, much research on representation examines the congruence between constituents’ preferences and legislators’ behaviors. This article argues it is more realistic to think if policy representation as listening—a process—than congruence—an outcome.)

39. Kavanagh, Shayne & Jeff Cole. “Lean. achieving critical mass.” Government Finance Review. Vol. 29. No. 3. June 2013. Pg. 12-20. (Lean—a system of thinking and way of working that emphasizes reducing waste in both time and material costs while providing the same or enhanced value to the customer—thinking and methods have made their way from private industry to the public sector and appear to be having a powerful impact on many government organizations.)


41. Teeuwen, Bert. “Cash on the barrel with Lean.” Government Finance Review. Vol. 29. No. 3. June 2013. Pg. 31-36. (Managers often say Lean programs ultimately don’t deliver quite what they were expected to. Does that mean it doesn’t work at all?)
42. Chasey, Ryan. “Engage employees for sustainable success. How overcoming cultural barriers in government organizations provides long-term benefits.” Government Finance Review. Vol. 29. No. 3. June 2013. Pg. 38-42. (Sustained programs only occur when employees are fully engaged in defining and executing the changes needed to achieve higher performance.)

43. Raschke, Robyn L., et al. “Lean processes with compromising controls.” Government Finance Review. Vol. 29. No. 3. June 2013. Pg. 44-50. (In Lean, managers need make it clear to participants that controls are important, but also that controls should be applied judiciously to maximize the cost-benefit ratio.)


45. Watkins, Elizabeth. “In defense of the Chapter 9 option. exploring the promise of a municipal bankruptcy as a mechanism for structural political reform.” Journal of Legislation. Notre Dame Law School. Vol. 39. No. 1. 2012-13. (This note argues that the Chapter 9 option, while politically and financially painful, presents several advantages that make it a more viable option to effectuate structural political reform than the state intervention manager approach and thus promotes long term fiscal growth.)

**TAXATION**


**TRANSPORTATION**